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How this Document Fits withHow this Document Fits with
Other Tutorial MaterialsOther Tutorial Materials

�� This presentation can be used on its own, but gives the most This presentation can be used on its own, but gives the most 
comprehensive introduction to Geant4 visualization when used as comprehensive introduction to Geant4 visualization when used as 
part of the following full set of documents: part of the following full set of documents: 
�� Geant 4 TutorialGeant 4 Tutorial

�� Introduction to Geant4 VisualizationIntroduction to Geant4 Visualization

�� Geant4 Workshop Visualization Tutorial using the WIRED3 Event DiGeant4 Workshop Visualization Tutorial using the WIRED3 Event Displaysplay

�� Geant4 Workshop Visualization Tutorial using the DAWN Event DispGeant4 Workshop Visualization Tutorial using the DAWN Event Displaylay

�� Geant4 Workshop Visualization Tutorial using the OpenGL Event DiGeant4 Workshop Visualization Tutorial using the OpenGL Event Displaysplay
�� See the URLS at the end of this presentationSee the URLS at the end of this presentation

�� This presentation discusses seven visualization drivers:This presentation discusses seven visualization drivers:
�� OpenGLOpenGL

�� OpenInventorOpenInventor

�� HepRep/WIREDHepRep/WIRED

�� DAWNDAWN

�� VRMLVRML

�� RayTracerRayTracer

�� ASCIITreeASCIITree
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Part 1: The General Concepts behindPart 1: The General Concepts behind
Geant4 VisualizationGeant4 Visualization

�� Purpose of Geant4 VisualizationPurpose of Geant4 Visualization
�� What can be VisualizedWhat can be Visualized
�� You have a Choice of Visualization DriversYou have a Choice of Visualization Drivers
�� Visualization AttributesVisualization Attributes
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Purpose of Geant4 VisualizationPurpose of Geant4 Visualization

�� Quick response to study geometries, trajectories and hits Quick response to study geometries, trajectories and hits 
�� HighHigh--quality output for publications quality output for publications 
�� Flexible camera control to debug complex geometries Flexible camera control to debug complex geometries 
�� Tools to show volume overlap errors in detector geometries Tools to show volume overlap errors in detector geometries 
�� Interactive picking to get more information on visualized objectInteractive picking to get more information on visualized objectss
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What Can be VisualizedWhat Can be Visualized

�� Simulation data can be visualized: Simulation data can be visualized: 
�� Detector components Detector components 
�� Particle trajectories and tracking steps Particle trajectories and tracking steps 
�� Hits of particles in detector componentsHits of particles in detector components

�� Other user defined objects can be visualized: Other user defined objects can be visualized: 
�� PolylinesPolylines

�� such as coordinate axessuch as coordinate axes

�� 3D Markers3D Markers
�� such as eye guidessuch as eye guides

�� Text Text 
�� descriptive character stringsdescriptive character strings
�� comments or titles … comments or titles … 
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You have a Choice of Visualization DriversYou have a Choice of Visualization Drivers
�� OpenGLOpenGL

�� View directly from Geant4View directly from Geant4
�� Uses GL libraries that are already included on most Linux systemUses GL libraries that are already included on most Linux systems (plus some Windows availability)s (plus some Windows availability)
�� Rendered, photorealistic image with some interactive featuresRendered, photorealistic image with some interactive features

�� zoom, rotate, translatezoom, rotate, translate
�� Fast response (can usually exploit full potential of graphics haFast response (can usually exploit full potential of graphics hardware)rdware)
�� Limited printing ability (pixel graphics, not vector graphics)Limited printing ability (pixel graphics, not vector graphics)

�� OpenInventorOpenInventor
�� View directly from Geant4View directly from Geant4
�� Requires addition of OpenInventor libraries (freely available foRequires addition of OpenInventor libraries (freely available for most Linux systems).r most Linux systems).
�� Rendered, photorealistic imageRendered, photorealistic image
�� Many interactive featuresMany interactive features

�� zoom, rotate, translatezoom, rotate, translate
�� click to “see inside” opaque volumesclick to “see inside” opaque volumes

�� Fast response (can usually exploit full potential of graphics haFast response (can usually exploit full potential of graphics hardware)rdware)
�� Expanded printing ability (vector and pixel graphics)Expanded printing ability (vector and pixel graphics)

�� HepRep/WIREDHepRep/WIRED
�� Create a file to view in the WIRED3 HepRep BrowserCreate a file to view in the WIRED3 HepRep Browser
�� Requires WIRED browser (a Java application easily to install on Requires WIRED browser (a Java application easily to install on all operating systems)all operating systems)
�� Wireframe or simple area fills (not photorealistic)Wireframe or simple area fills (not photorealistic)
�� Many interactive featuresMany interactive features

�� zoom, rotate, translatezoom, rotate, translate
�� click to show attributes (momentum, etc.)click to show attributes (momentum, etc.)
�� special projections (FishEye, etc.)special projections (FishEye, etc.)
�� control visibility from hierarchical (tree) view of datacontrol visibility from hierarchical (tree) view of data

�� Hierarchical view of the geometryHierarchical view of the geometry
�� Export to many vector graphic formats (PostScript, PDF, etc.)Export to many vector graphic formats (PostScript, PDF, etc.)
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More Choices of Visualization DriversMore Choices of Visualization Drivers
�� DAWNDAWN

�� Create a file to view in the DAWN RendererCreate a file to view in the DAWN Renderer
�� Requires DAWN, available for all Linux and Windows systems.Requires DAWN, available for all Linux and Windows systems.
�� Rendered, photorealistic imageRendered, photorealistic image
�� No interactive featuresNo interactive features
�� Highest quality technical rendering Highest quality technical rendering -- output to vector PostScriptoutput to vector PostScript

�� VRMLVRML
�� Create a file to view in any VRML browser (some as web browser pCreate a file to view in any VRML browser (some as web browser pluglug--ins).ins).
�� Requires VRML browser (many different choices for different operRequires VRML browser (many different choices for different operating systems).ating systems).
�� Rendered, photorealistic image with some interactive featuresRendered, photorealistic image with some interactive features

�� zoom, rotate, translatezoom, rotate, translate
�� Limited printing ability (pixel graphics, not vector graphics)Limited printing ability (pixel graphics, not vector graphics)

�� RayTracerRayTracer
�� Create a jpeg fileCreate a jpeg file
�� Forms image by using Geant4’s own tracking to follow photons thrForms image by using Geant4’s own tracking to follow photons through the detectorough the detector
�� Can show geometry but not trajectoriesCan show geometry but not trajectories
�� Can render any geometry that Geant4 can handle (such as Boolean Can render any geometry that Geant4 can handle (such as Boolean solids)solids)
�� Supports shadows, transparency and mirrored surfacesSupports shadows, transparency and mirrored surfaces

�� ASCIITreeASCIITree
�� Text dump of the geometry hierarchyText dump of the geometry hierarchy
�� Not graphicalNot graphical
�� Control over level of detail to be dumpedControl over level of detail to be dumped
�� Can calculate mass and volume of any hierarchy of volumesCan calculate mass and volume of any hierarchy of volumes
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Choose the Driver that Meets Your NeedsChoose the Driver that Meets Your Needs
�� If you want very responsive photorealistic graphics (and have thIf you want very responsive photorealistic graphics (and have the OpenGL libraries e OpenGL libraries 

installed)installed)
�� OpenGL is a good solutionOpenGL is a good solution
(if you have the Motif extensions, this also gives GUI control)(if you have the Motif extensions, this also gives GUI control)

�� If you want very responsive photorealistic graphics plus more inIf you want very responsive photorealistic graphics plus more interactivity (and teractivity (and 
have the OpenInventor libraries installed)have the OpenInventor libraries installed)
�� OpenInventor is a good solutionOpenInventor is a good solution

�� If you want GUI control, want to be able to pick on items to inqIf you want GUI control, want to be able to pick on items to inquire about them uire about them 
(identity, momentum, etc.), perhaps want to render to vector for(identity, momentum, etc.), perhaps want to render to vector formats, and a mats, and a 
wireframe look will dowireframe look will do
�� HepRep/WIRED will meet your needsHepRep/WIRED will meet your needs

�� If you want to render highest quality photorealistic images for If you want to render highest quality photorealistic images for use in a poster or a use in a poster or a 
technical design report, and you can live without quick rotate atechnical design report, and you can live without quick rotate and zoomnd zoom
�� DAWN is the way to goDAWN is the way to go

�� If you want to render to a 3D format that others can view in a vIf you want to render to a 3D format that others can view in a variety of commodity ariety of commodity 
browsers (including some web browser plugbrowsers (including some web browser plug--ins)ins)
�� VRML is the way to goVRML is the way to go

�� (more options on next page)(more options on next page)
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Choose the Driver (continued)Choose the Driver (continued)

�� (continued from previous slide)(continued from previous slide)

�� If you want to visualize a geometry that the other visualizationIf you want to visualize a geometry that the other visualization drivers can’t handle, drivers can’t handle, 
or you need transparency or mirrors, and you don’t need to visuaor you need transparency or mirrors, and you don’t need to visualize trajectorieslize trajectories
�� RayTracer will do itRayTracer will do it

�� If you just want to quickly check the geometry hierarchy, or if If you just want to quickly check the geometry hierarchy, or if you want to calculate you want to calculate 
the volume or mass of any geometry hierarchythe volume or mass of any geometry hierarchy
�� ASCIITree will meet your needsASCIITree will meet your needs

�� You can also add your own visualization driver.You can also add your own visualization driver.
�� Geant4’s visualization system is modular.  By creating just threGeant4’s visualization system is modular.  By creating just three new classes, you can e new classes, you can 

direct Geant4 information to your own visualization system.direct Geant4 information to your own visualization system.
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Controlling VisualizationControlling Visualization

�� Your Geant4 code stays basically the same no matter which driverYour Geant4 code stays basically the same no matter which driver you useyou use

�� Visualization is performed either with commands or from C++ codeVisualization is performed either with commands or from C++ code
�� For the present tutorial, we confine ourselves to commandFor the present tutorial, we confine ourselves to command--driven visualization.driven visualization.

�� Some visualization drivers work directly from Geant4Some visualization drivers work directly from Geant4
�� OpenGLOpenGL

�� OpenInventorOpenInventor

�� RayTracerRayTracer

�� ASCIITreeASCIITree

�� For other visualization drivers, you first have Geant4 produce aFor other visualization drivers, you first have Geant4 produce a file,file,
and then you have that file rendered by another application (whiand then you have that file rendered by another application (which may ch may 
have GUI control)have GUI control)
�� HepRep/WIREDHepRep/WIRED

�� DAWNDAWN

�� VRMLVRML
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Basic Visualization AttributesBasic Visualization Attributes

�� Color, Visible/Invisible, Wireframe/Solid, etc.Color, Visible/Invisible, Wireframe/Solid, etc.

�� Set from C++ by creating a Set from C++ by creating a G4VisAttributes object and assigning it to a G4VisAttributes object and assigning it to a 
volumevolume::

�� experimentalHall_logical experimentalHall_logical --> SetVisAttributes (G4VisAttributes::Invisible)> SetVisAttributes (G4VisAttributes::Invisible)

�� Can also be set interactively from the command prompt.Can also be set interactively from the command prompt.

�� Study G4 examples or references at end of this presentation to lStudy G4 examples or references at end of this presentation to learn more earn more 
about G4VisAttributes.about G4VisAttributes.
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Additional UserAdditional User --Defined AttributesDefined Attributes
�� Geant4 Trajectories and Hits can be assigned additional arbitrarGeant4 Trajectories and Hits can be assigned additional arbitrary attributes that will be y attributes that will be 

displayed when you click on the relevant object in the WIRED or displayed when you click on the relevant object in the WIRED or FRED HepRep browsers.FRED HepRep browsers.

�� WIRED then lets you label objects by any of these attributes or WIRED then lets you label objects by any of these attributes or cut visibility based on cut visibility based on 
these attributes.these attributes.

�� Define the attributes with lines such as:Define the attributes with lines such as:

�� std::map<G4String,G4AttDef>* store = std::map<G4String,G4AttDef>* store = 
G4AttDefStore::GetInstance("G4Trajectory",isNew);G4AttDefStore::GetInstance("G4Trajectory",isNew);

�� G4String PN("PN");G4String PN("PN");

�� (*store)[PN] = G4AttDef(PN,"Particle Name","Physics","","G4Strin(*store)[PN] = G4AttDef(PN,"Particle Name","Physics","","G4String");g");

�� G4String IMom("IMom");G4String IMom("IMom");

�� (*store)[IMom] = G4AttDef(IMom, "Momentum of track at start of t(*store)[IMom] = G4AttDef(IMom, "Momentum of track at start of trajectory", rajectory", 
"Physics","","G4ThreeVector");"Physics","","G4ThreeVector");

�� Then fill the attributes with lines such as:Then fill the attributes with lines such as:

�� std::vector<G4AttValue>* values = new std::vector<G4AttValue>;std::vector<G4AttValue>* values = new std::vector<G4AttValue>;

�� valuesvalues-->push_back(G4AttValue("PN",ParticleName,""));>push_back(G4AttValue("PN",ParticleName,""));

�� s.seekp(std::ios::beg);s.seekp(std::ios::beg);

�� s << G4BestUnit(initialMomentum,"Energy") << std::ends;s << G4BestUnit(initialMomentum,"Energy") << std::ends;

�� valuesvalues-->push_back(G4AttValue("IMom",c,""));>push_back(G4AttValue("IMom",c,""));

�� See geant4/source/tracking/src/G4Trajectory.cc for a good examplSee geant4/source/tracking/src/G4Trajectory.cc for a good example.e.
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Part 2: Seven Visualization DriversPart 2: Seven Visualization Drivers

�� OpenGLOpenGL
�� OpenInventorOpenInventor
�� HepRep/WIRED (and FRED)HepRep/WIRED (and FRED)
�� DAWNDAWN
�� VRMLVRML
�� RayTracerRayTracer
�� ASCIITreeASCIITree
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OpenGLOpenGL

� Run directly from Geant4
� /vis/open OGLIX
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OpenGL: Runs Directly from Geant4OpenGL: Runs Directly from Geant4

vis/open OGLIX
/vis/scene/create
/vis/scene/add/volume
/vis/sceneHandler/attach
/vis/viewer/flush
/vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 70 
20
/vis/viewer/zoom 2
/vis/viewer/reset
/vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 40 
40
/vis/viewer/panTo -5 -1
/vis/viewer/zoom 4.
/vis/scene/add/trajectories
/vis/scene/add/hits
/tracking/storeTrajectory 1
/run/beamOn 1

�� With OpenGL, all commands go through Geant4:With OpenGL, all commands go through Geant4:
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OpenGL with Motif ControlOpenGL with Motif Control
� If you don’t have Motif, all control is done

from Geant4 commands:
� /vis/open OGLIX
� /vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 70 20

� /vis/viewer/zoom 2
� etc.

� But if you have Motif libraries, you can
control Geant4 from Motif widgets:
� /vis/open OGLIXm
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OpenGL Additional ModesOpenGL Additional Modes

�� There are actually 6 OpenGL drivers There are actually 6 OpenGL drivers -- OGLxyOGLxy::

�� x = I (Immediate) or S (Stored)x = I (Immediate) or S (Stored)

�� y = X, y = X, Xm Xm (Motif) or Win32(Motif) or Win32

�� Immediate mode: draws only to screen, no “memory”; detector can Immediate mode: draws only to screen, no “memory”; detector can be be 
redrawn after view changes but event data is lost. redrawn after view changes but event data is lost. 

�� Stored mode: creates graphical database (display lists); nothingStored mode: creates graphical database (display lists); nothing is lost on is lost on 
simple operations like change of viewing anglesimple operations like change of viewing angle

�� Also note: Smooth shading and Transparency are coming in the nexAlso note: Smooth shading and Transparency are coming in the next t 
Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0)Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0)
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OpenInventorOpenInventor

� Start from Geant4
� /vis/open OpenInventor

� But then control from the OpenInventor GUI
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OpenInventor: Start from Geant4OpenInventor: Start from Geant4
�� With OpenInventor, start from Geant4, but then someWith OpenInventor, start from Geant4, but then some control from control from 

OpenInventor GUIOpenInventor GUI
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OpenInventor: More GUI ControlOpenInventor: More GUI Control
�� You can also choose to control the Geant4 run from OpenInventor.You can also choose to control the Geant4 run from OpenInventor.
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OpenInventor DetailsOpenInventor Details
� Connected directly to the Geant4 kernel, using same language as 

that kernel (C++):
� Can have direct access to Geant4 data (geometry, trajectories, etc.).

� Use of OpenGL for rendering:
� Supports lighting and transparency

� Thumbwheel control to rotate an zoom
� Picking to ask about data
� “Control Clicking” on a volume turns on rendering of that volume’s 

daughters.  “Shift Clicking” a daughter turns that rendering off:
� If modeling opaque solid, effect is like opening a box to look inside

� OpenInventor is part of OpenScientist:
� Can do analysis as well as visualization

�� OpenScientist Home PageOpenScientist Home Page
http://openscientist.lal.in2p3.frhttp://openscientist.lal.in2p3.fr
� Follow the “Geant4 and Inventor” link at the left hand side of that 

page for details.
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HepRepHepRep

� Geant4 creates HepRepFile
� /vis/open HepRepFile

� View file in WIRED3 or FRED HepRep Browsers
� WIRED3 can export to various graphics formats
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HepRep is Not Just for Geant4HepRep is Not Just for Geant4
and Not Just for WIREDand Not Just for WIRED

The HepRep interface breaks the dependency between any particular 
experiment's event display server and any particula r event display client.

The HepRep format is independent of any one particu lar language or protocol.  
It can be used from C++ or Java and can be shipped as Corba, RMI, XML, C++, 
Java or JNI for consumption by WIRED, FRED or any o ther HepRep-enabled 
event display client.

HepRep

WIRED3 Client 
(Java)

Other HepRep 
Clients

BaBar 
Server

GLAST Gaudi 
Service

Geant4
Server

FRED Client 
(C++/Ruby)
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Who’s Using HepRepWho’s Using HepRep

GLASTBaBar Offline

Geant4

BaBar Online

LCD in JAS3
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WIRED3: Shows Geometry HierarchyWIRED3: Shows Geometry Hierarchy
Turn visibility on and off from hierarchical contro l
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WIRED3: Pick to Show Physics AttributesWIRED3: Pick to Show Physics Attributes

Picked on this
volume to show
•Material
•Density
•Radlen
•etc

Picked on this 
trajectory to show
•Particle ID
•Charge
•Momentum
•etc.
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WIRED3: Labeling by Any Attribute
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WIRED3: Cut by Any Attribute
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FRED: Fox Ruby Event Display
� An additional HepRep-compatible browser developed by members of the GLAST 

space telescope collaboration.
� Includes the fast rotations and beautiful rendering of GL plus HepRep interactivity

� Allows scripting to change any attribute based on logic involving other attributes, 
hence things like "color by momentum" are scriptable.
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DAWNDAWN

� Geant4 creates .prim file
� /vis/open DAWNFILE

� DAWN renders .prim file into PostScript
� View or print from your favorite PostScript application
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Origins of DAWNOrigins of DAWN

Fukui Renderer DAWN (Drawer for Academic WritiNgs).Fukui Renderer DAWN (Drawer for Academic WritiNgs).

�� A vectorized 3D PostScript processor with analytical hidden A vectorized 3D PostScript processor with analytical hidden 
line/surface removal intended for precise technical drawing of line/surface removal intended for precise technical drawing of 
complicated objects.complicated objects.

�� Specifically designed for Geant4.Specifically designed for Geant4.

�� Primitives set is same as Geant4 primitives set.Primitives set is same as Geant4 primitives set.

�� Produces deviceProduces device--independent vectorized graphics for high quality independent vectorized graphics for high quality 
technical applications. technical applications. 
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DAWN ExamplesDAWN Examples

�� From a repository of beautiful images atFrom a repository of beautiful images at
�� http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/GEANT4/ATLAS_G4_GIFFIG/http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/GEANT4/ATLAS_G4_GIFFIG/
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DAWN ExamplesDAWN Examples
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DAWN makes True Vector PostScriptDAWN makes True Vector PostScript
�� So when you zoom in with your PostScript browser, the images So when you zoom in with your PostScript browser, the images 

retain high resolutionretain high resolution
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DAWNCUT and DAVIDDAWNCUT and DAVID

�� A standalone program, DAWNCUT, can perform a planar cut A standalone program, DAWNCUT, can perform a planar cut 
on a DAWN image.on a DAWN image.
�� DAWNCUT takes as input a .prim file and some cut parameters.  DAWNCUT takes as input a .prim file and some cut parameters.  

Its output is a new .prim file to which the cut has been appliedIts output is a new .prim file to which the cut has been applied..

�� Another standalone program, DAVID, can show you any Another standalone program, DAVID, can show you any 
volume overlap errors in your geometry.volume overlap errors in your geometry.
�� DAVID takes as input a .prim file and outputs a new .prim file iDAVID takes as input a .prim file and outputs a new .prim file in n 

which overlapping volumes have been highlighted.which overlapping volumes have been highlighted.

�� Details at Details at http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/
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HepRep and DAWN work through FilesHepRep and DAWN work through Files

�� With HepRep and DAWN, Geant4 creates a file:With HepRep and DAWN, Geant4 creates a file:

##G4.PRIM##G4.PRIM--FORMATFORMAT--2.42.4

##### List of primitives 1 ########## List of primitives 1 #####
/BoundingBox /BoundingBox --1.0  1.0  --1.0 1.0 --5.0   8.0  4.0  6.05.0   8.0  4.0  6.0
!SetCamera!SetCamera
!OpenDevice !OpenDevice 
!BeginModeling!BeginModeling

# Box# Box
/Origin   0.0  0.0  0.0 /Origin   0.0  0.0  0.0 
/ColorRGB 1.0  0.0  0.0 /ColorRGB 1.0  0.0  0.0 
/Box 0.5  2.0  4.5 /Box 0.5  2.0  4.5 

# Column# Column
/Origin   4.0  0.0  0.0 /Origin   4.0  0.0  0.0 
/ColorRGB 0.0  1.0  0.0 /ColorRGB 0.0  1.0  0.0 
/Ndiv 50/Ndiv 50
/Column 1.5  2.0 /Column 1.5  2.0 

# Trd# Trd
/Origin   0.0  0.0  0.0 /Origin   0.0  0.0  0.0 
/ColorRGB 0.0  1.0  1.0 /ColorRGB 0.0  1.0  1.0 
/Origin   7.0  0.0  0.0 /Origin   7.0  0.0  0.0 
/Trd      1 0.5 1 0.5 4 /Trd      1 0.5 1 0.5 4 

# Cone segment# Cone segment
/Origin   1.0  5.0  0.0 /Origin   1.0  5.0  0.0 
/ColorRGB 0.0  1.0  1.0 /ColorRGB 0.0  1.0  1.0 

<heprep xmlns="http://www.freehep.org/HepRep"<heprep xmlns="http://www.freehep.org/HepRep"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemaxmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema--instance" instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="HepRep.xsd">xsi:schemaLocation="HepRep.xsd">

<layerorder="Detector, Event, CalHit, Trajectory, TrajectoryPo<layerorder="Detector, Event, CalHit, Trajectory, TrajectoryPoint, Hit"/>int, Hit"/>

<typetree name="G4GeometryTypes" version="1.0"><typetree name="G4GeometryTypes" version="1.0">

<type name="Detector"><type name="Detector">

<attvalue name="Layer" showLabel="NONE" type="String" valu<attvalue name="Layer" showLabel="NONE" type="String" value="Detector"/>e="Detector"/>

<attdef category="Physics" desc="Logical Volume" extra="" <attdef category="Physics" desc="Logical Volume" extra="" name="LVol"/>name="LVol"/>

<attdef category="Physics" desc="Material Name" extra="" n<attdef category="Physics" desc="Material Name" extra="" name="Material"/>ame="Material"/>

<type name="Detector/World"><type name="Detector/World">

<type name="Detector/World/Calorimeter"><type name="Detector/World/Calorimeter">

<type name="Detector/World/Calorimeter/Layer"><type name="Detector/World/Calorimeter/Layer">

<type name="Detector/World/Calorimeter/Layer/Lead"><type name="Detector/World/Calorimeter/Layer/Lead">

</type></type>

</type></type>

</type></type>

</type></type>

</type></type>

</typetree></typetree>

<typetree name="G4EventTypes" version="1.0"><typetree name="G4EventTypes" version="1.0">

<type name="Event"><type name="Event">

<attvalue name="Layer" showLabel="NONE" type="String" valu<attvalue name="Layer" showLabel="NONE" type="String" value="Event"/>e="Event"/>

<type name="Event/Trajectory"><type name="Event/Trajectory">

Example .heprep FileExample .heprep File Example .prim FileExample .prim File
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HepRep and DAWN work through FilesHepRep and DAWN work through Files

�� And you then run an application to visualize that file:And you then run an application to visualize that file:

HepRep/WIRED DAWN
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HepRep and DAWN: complimentary file HepRep and DAWN: complimentary file 
formats, each with its own strengthsformats, each with its own strengths

HepRepHepRep

�� HierarchicalHierarchical

�� Simple PrimitivesSimple Primitives

�� General PurposeGeneral Purpose

�� Representables have AttributesRepresentables have Attributes

�� No Camera or Lighting No Camera or Lighting 
InformationInformation

DAWNDAWN

�� FlatFlat

�� All Geant4 PrimitivesAll Geant4 Primitives

�� Just for Geant4Just for Geant4

�� No AttributesNo Attributes

�� Camera and Lighting InformationCamera and Lighting Information

�� Plans to eventually use HepRep/WIRED and DAWN togetherPlans to eventually use HepRep/WIRED and DAWN together
�� use WIRED to select view (rotate, translate, zoom, pick to underuse WIRED to select view (rotate, translate, zoom, pick to understand stand 

data), then when view selected, have WIRED call DAWN to render tdata), then when view selected, have WIRED call DAWN to render to o 
photorealistic vector postscriptphotorealistic vector postscript
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VRMLVRML

� Geant4 creates a .vrml file (vrml version 1 or 2)
� /vis/open VRMLFILE1 or /vis/open VRMLFILE2

� View file in a VRML Browser
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VRMLVRML
� Geant4 creates VRML File

� /vis/open VRML1FILE or /vis/open VRML2FILE

� View file in a VRML Browser
� Many free options, for example, here is one from octaga.com
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RayTracerRayTracer

� Run directly from Geant4
� /vis/open RayTracer

� Creates a jpeg file

� The next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0) will add RayTracerX
� /vis/open RayTracerX

� Simultaneously renders to screen and to jpeg file, so that you can 
watch as the rendering grows progressively smoother
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RayTracerRayTracer
�� RayTracer works by using Geant4’s own tracking to shoot photons RayTracer works by using Geant4’s own tracking to shoot photons through the through the 

detector onto a sensitive plane.  The resulting image is presentdetector onto a sensitive plane.  The resulting image is presented as a jpeg file.ed as a jpeg file.
�� /vis/open RayTracer/vis/open RayTracer

�� Some pieces of geometries may fail to show up in other visualizaSome pieces of geometries may fail to show up in other visualization drivers (due to tion drivers (due to 
algorithms those drivers use to compute visualizable shapes and algorithms those drivers use to compute visualizable shapes and polygons), but polygons), but 
RayTracer can handle any geometry that the Geant4 navigator can RayTracer can handle any geometry that the Geant4 navigator can handle.handle.

�� RayTracer can not be used to visualize Trajectories.RayTracer can not be used to visualize Trajectories.

�� Commands:Commands:
�� 1) trace * Start the ray tracing.1) trace * Start the ray tracing.
�� 2) column * Define the number of horizontal pixels.2) column * Define the number of horizontal pixels.
�� 3) row * Define the number of vertical pixels.3) row * Define the number of vertical pixels.
�� 4) target * Define the center position of the target.4) target * Define the center position of the target.
�� 5) eyePosition * Define the eye position.5) eyePosition * Define the eye position.
�� 6) lightDirection * Define the direction of illumination light.6) lightDirection * Define the direction of illumination light.
�� 7) span * Define the angle per 100 pixels.7) span * Define the angle per 100 pixels.
�� 8) headAngle * Define the head direction.8) headAngle * Define the head direction.
�� 9) attenuation * Define the attenuation length for transparent m9) attenuation * Define the attenuation length for transparent material.aterial.
�� 10) distortion * Distortion effect of the fish eye lens.10) distortion * Distortion effect of the fish eye lens.
�� 11) ignoreTransparency * Ignore transparency even if the alpha o11) ignoreTransparency * Ignore transparency even if the alpha of G4Colour < 1f G4Colour < 1
�� 12) backgroundColour * Set background colour: red green blue: ra12) backgroundColour * Set background colour: red green blue: range 0.nge 0.-->1.>1.
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RayTracer Shows ShadowsRayTracer Shows Shadows
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RayTracer Supports TransparencyRayTracer Supports Transparency
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RayTracer Handles Mirrored SurfacesRayTracer Handles Mirrored Surfaces

Mirrored 
Surfaces
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RayTracer Handles Boolean SolidsRayTracer Handles Boolean Solids
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RayTracerXRayTracerX
� Coming in next release (Geant4.8.0)
� In addition to

� /vis/open RayTracer

� You will have the option of
� /vis/open RayTracerX

� Builds same jpeg file as 
RayTracer, but simultaneously 
renders to screen so you can 
watch as rendering grows 
progressively smoother.

� Means you can abort and retry 
the rendering with different view 
parameters without having to 
wait for the complete 
refinement of the image.
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ASCIITreeASCIITree

� Run directly from Geant4
� /vis/open ATree
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ASCIITreeASCIITree
�� ASCIITREE is a visualization driver that is not actually graphicASCIITREE is a visualization driver that is not actually graphical, but that dumps al, but that dumps 

the hierarchy as a simple text tree.the hierarchy as a simple text tree.
�� /vis/open ATree/vis/open ATree

�� /vis/viewer/flush/vis/viewer/flush
�� "worldPhysical":0"worldPhysical":0
�� "magneticPhysical":0"magneticPhysical":0
�� "firstArmPhysical":0"firstArmPhysical":0
�� "hodoscope1Physical":0"hodoscope1Physical":0
�� "hodoscope1Physical":1 (repeated placement)"hodoscope1Physical":1 (repeated placement)
�� "hodoscope1Physical":2 (repeated placement)"hodoscope1Physical":2 (repeated placement)
�� "hodoscope1Physical":3 (repeated placement)"hodoscope1Physical":3 (repeated placement)
�� "hodoscope1Physical":4 (repeated placement)"hodoscope1Physical":4 (repeated placement)

�� Can be set to various levels of detailCan be set to various levels of detail
�� /vis/ASCIITree/verbose <verbosity>/vis/ASCIITree/verbose <verbosity>
�� 0: prints physical volume name.0: prints physical volume name.
�� 1: prints logical volume name.1: prints logical volume name.
�� 2: prints solid name and type.2: prints solid name and type.
�� 3: prints volume and density of solid.3: prints volume and density of solid.
�� 4: calculates and prints mass(es) of volume(s) in scene.4: calculates and prints mass(es) of volume(s) in scene.
�� By default, shows only daughters of first placement and not repeBy default, shows only daughters of first placement and not repeat replicas.at replicas.
�� Add 10 to the above to also show repeated placements and replicaAdd 10 to the above to also show repeated placements and replicas.s.
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ASCIITree: Calculate Volume and MassASCIITree: Calculate Volume and Mass

�� At verbosity level 4, ASCIITree At verbosity level 4, ASCIITree calculates the mass of the complete geometry tree 
taking into account daughters up to the depth specified for each physical volume.

� The calculation involves subtracting the mass of that part of the mother that is 
occupied by each daughter and then adding the mass of the daughter, and so on 
down the hierarchy.

�� /vis/ASCIITree/Verbose 4/vis/ASCIITree/Verbose 4
�� /vis/viewer/flush/vis/viewer/flush
�� "HadCalorimeterPhysical":0 / "HadCalorimeterLogical" / "HadCalorimeterPhysical":0 / "HadCalorimeterLogical" / 

"HadCalorimeterBox"(G4Box), 1.8 m3 , 11.35 g/cm3"HadCalorimeterBox"(G4Box), 1.8 m3 , 11.35 g/cm3
�� "HadCalColumnPhysical":"HadCalColumnPhysical":--1 (10 replicas) / "HadCalColumnLogical" / 1 (10 replicas) / "HadCalColumnLogical" / 

"HadCalColumnBox"(G4Box), 180000 cm3, 11.35 g/cm3"HadCalColumnBox"(G4Box), 180000 cm3, 11.35 g/cm3
�� "HadCalCellPhysical":"HadCalCellPhysical":--1 (2 replicas) / "HadCalCellLogical" / 1 (2 replicas) / "HadCalCellLogical" / 

"HadCalCellBox"(G4Box), 90000 cm3, 11.35 g/cm3"HadCalCellBox"(G4Box), 90000 cm3, 11.35 g/cm3
�� "HadCalLayerPhysical":"HadCalLayerPhysical":--1 (20 replicas) / "HadCalLayerLogical" / 1 (20 replicas) / "HadCalLayerLogical" / 

"HadCalLayerBox"(G4Box), 4500 cm3, 11.35 g/cm3"HadCalLayerBox"(G4Box), 4500 cm3, 11.35 g/cm3
�� "HadCalScintiPhysical":0 / "HadCalScintiLogical" / "HadCalScintiPhysical":0 / "HadCalScintiLogical" / 

"HadCalScintiBox"(G4Box), 900 cm3, 1.032 g/cm3"HadCalScintiBox"(G4Box), 900 cm3, 1.032 g/cm3

�� Calculating mass(es)...Calculating mass(es)...
�� Overall volume of "worldPhysical":0, is 2400 m3Overall volume of "worldPhysical":0, is 2400 m3
�� Mass of tree to unlimited depth is 22260.5 kgMass of tree to unlimited depth is 22260.5 kg
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Part 3: How to Run Geant4 VisualizationPart 3: How to Run Geant4 Visualization

�� Environment VariablesEnvironment Variables
�� CommandsCommands
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Environment VariablesEnvironment Variables

�� Five of the visualization drivers discussed here are always inclFive of the visualization drivers discussed here are always included by uded by 
default in Geant4 (since they require no external libraries):default in Geant4 (since they require no external libraries):
�� HepRepFileHepRepFile
�� DAWNFILEDAWNFILE
�� VRMLFILEVRMLFILE
�� RayTracerRayTracer
�� ASCIITreeASCIITree

�� Other visualization drivers may require setting environment variOther visualization drivers may require setting environment variables:ables:
�� OpenGLOpenGL

�� Before you build Geant4, set the appropriate Before you build Geant4, set the appropriate ““buildbuild”” variable to 1 (causes variable to 1 (causes 
the necessary code to be linked into your executable):the necessary code to be linked into your executable):

�� setenv G4VIS_BUILD_OPENGLX_DRIVER 1setenv G4VIS_BUILD_OPENGLX_DRIVER 1
�� Before you run Geant4, set the corresponding Before you run Geant4, set the corresponding ““useuse”” variable to 1.  (Geant4 variable to 1.  (Geant4 

separates the BUILD and USE variables so that you can BUILD in dseparates the BUILD and USE variables so that you can BUILD in drivers rivers 
that you might not necessarily want to USE during some executionthat you might not necessarily want to USE during some executions):s):

�� setenv G4VIS_USE_OPENGLX 1setenv G4VIS_USE_OPENGLX 1
�� Note that you cannot run JAIDA/JAS if OpenGL is in your build. Note that you cannot run JAIDA/JAS if OpenGL is in your build. 

�� the OpenGL libraries prethe OpenGL libraries pre--load the library libXt.so which makes the Java load the library libXt.so which makes the Java 
virtual machine crash when it tries to open its first Window.virtual machine crash when it tries to open its first Window.

�� Similarly for OpenInventor or the upcoming RayTracerXSimilarly for OpenInventor or the upcoming RayTracerX
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Visualization CommandsVisualization Commands
�� Create an empty scene:Create an empty scene:

�� /vis/scene/create/vis/scene/create

�� Open a visualization driver, such as:Open a visualization driver, such as:
�� /vis/open /vis/open HepRepFileHepRepFile

�� If using an immediate viewer, such as OpenGL, set camera parametIf using an immediate viewer, such as OpenGL, set camera parameters and drawing ers and drawing 
style (wireframe/surface), such as:style (wireframe/surface), such as:
�� /vis/viewer/set/style /vis/viewer/set/style wireframe wireframe 
�� /vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi /vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 70 2070 20

�� Declare what data should be added to the scene (default is to juDeclare what data should be added to the scene (default is to just add full set of st add full set of 
detector volumes)detector volumes)
�� /vis/scene/add/trajectories/vis/scene/add/trajectories
�� /vis/scene/add/hits/vis/scene/add/hits

�� Run simulation with appropriate options to store trajectory infoRun simulation with appropriate options to store trajectory information:rmation:
�� /tracking/storeTrajectory /tracking/storeTrajectory 11
�� /run/beamOn 1/run/beamOn 1

�� Execute the visualization (done automatically with each /run/beaExecute the visualization (done automatically with each /run/beamOn, but needed if mOn, but needed if 
you want to output geometry without running an event):you want to output geometry without running an event):
�� /vis/viewer/flush/vis/viewer/flush

�� If using an external viewer, such as for HepRepFile or DAWNFILE:If using an external viewer, such as for HepRepFile or DAWNFILE:
�� import the .heprep or .prim file into WIRED or DAWN, set camera import the .heprep or .prim file into WIRED or DAWN, set camera parameters, drawing style, parameters, drawing style, 

etc., view the visualizationetc., view the visualization
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Examples Visualization Command SequencesExamples Visualization Command Sequences

�� Visualize a detector in OpenGL:Visualize a detector in OpenGL:
�� /vis/scene/create/vis/scene/create

�� /vis/open OGLIX/vis/open OGLIX

�� /vis/viewer/flush/vis/viewer/flush

�� Visualize trajectories and hits for 10 events using HepRep/WIREDVisualize trajectories and hits for 10 events using HepRep/WIRED
�� /vis/scene/create/vis/scene/create

�� /vis/open HepRepFile/vis/open HepRepFile

�� /vis/scene/add/trajectories/vis/scene/add/trajectories

�� /vis/scene/add/hits/vis/scene/add/hits

�� /tracking/storeTrajectory 1/tracking/storeTrajectory 1

�� /run/beamOn 10/run/beamOn 10
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Command GuidanceCommand Guidance
�� Complete guidance on all commands is available from the command Complete guidance on all commands is available from the command line:line:

�� Idle> helpIdle> help

�� Command directory path : /Command directory path : /

�� SubSub--directories :directories :

�� 1) /control/   UI control commands.1) /control/   UI control commands.

�� 2) /units/   Available units.2) /units/   Available units.

�� 3) /geometry/   Geometry control commands.3) /geometry/   Geometry control commands.

�� 4) /tracking/   TrackingManager and SteppingManager control com4) /tracking/   TrackingManager and SteppingManager control commands.mands.

�� 5) /event/   EventManager control commands.5) /event/   EventManager control commands.

�� 6) /run/   Run control commands.6) /run/   Run control commands.

�� 7) /random/   Random number status control commands.7) /random/   Random number status control commands.

�� 8) /particle/   Particle control commands.8) /particle/   Particle control commands.

�� 9) /process/   Process Table control commands.9) /process/   Process Table control commands.

�� 10) /vis/   Visualization commands.10) /vis/   Visualization commands.

�� 11) /mydet/   A01 detector setup control commands.11) /mydet/   A01 detector setup control commands.

�� 12) /hits/   Sensitive detectors and Hits12) /hits/   Sensitive detectors and Hits

�� 13) /gun/   Particle Gun control commands.13) /gun/   Particle Gun control commands.

�� Commands :Commands :

�� Type the number ( 0:end, Type the number ( 0:end, --n:n level back ) :n:n level back ) :
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Guidance DetailGuidance Detail
�� Guidance is hierarchical, providing full detail on all commands.Guidance is hierarchical, providing full detail on all commands.

�� Command /vis/openCommand /vis/open

�� Creates a scene handler ready for drawing.Creates a scene handler ready for drawing.

�� The scene handler becomes currentThe scene handler becomes current
(the name is auto(the name is auto--generated).generated).

�� Parameter : graphicsParameter : graphics--systemsystem--namename

�� Parameter type  : sParameter type  : s

�� Omittable       : FalseOmittable       : False

�� Candidates      : ATree DAWNFILECandidates      : ATree DAWNFILE
GAGTree HepRepXML HepRepFileGAGTree HepRepXML HepRepFile
RayTracer VRML1FILE VRML2FILERayTracer VRML1FILE VRML2FILE
OGLIX OGLSXOGLIX OGLSX

�� Parameter : windowParameter : window--sizesize--hinthint

�� pixelspixels

�� Parameter type  : iParameter type  : i

�� Omittable       : TrueOmittable       : True

�� Default value   : 600Default value   : 600

�� SubSub--directories : directories : 

�� 1) /vis/ASCIITree/   Commands for ASCIITree control.1) /vis/ASCIITree/   Commands for ASCIITree control.

�� 2) /vis/GAGTree/   Commands for GAGTree control.2) /vis/GAGTree/   Commands for GAGTree control.

�� 3) /vis/heprep/   HepRep commands.3) /vis/heprep/   HepRep commands.

�� 4) /vis/rayTracer/   RayTracer commands.4) /vis/rayTracer/   RayTracer commands.

�� 5) /vis/scene/   Operations on Geant4 scenes.5) /vis/scene/   Operations on Geant4 scenes.

�� 6) /vis/sceneHandler/   Operations on Geant4 scene handlers.6) /vis/sceneHandler/   Operations on Geant4 scene handlers.

�� 7) /vis/viewer/   Operations on Geant4 viewers.7) /vis/viewer/   Operations on Geant4 viewers.

�� Commands : Commands : 

�� 8) enable * Enables/disables visualization system.8) enable * Enables/disables visualization system.

�� 9) disable * Disables visualization system.9) disable * Disables visualization system.

�� 10) verbose * Simple graded message scheme 10) verbose * Simple graded message scheme --
digit or string (1st character defines):digit or string (1st character defines):

�� 11) drawTree * (DTREE) Creates a scene consisting of this 11) drawTree * (DTREE) Creates a scene consisting of this 
physical volume and produces a representation of the geometry physical volume and produces a representation of the geometry 
hierarchy.hierarchy.

�� 12) drawView * Draw view from this angle, etc.12) drawView * Draw view from this angle, etc.

�� 13) drawVolume * Creates a scene consisting of this13) drawVolume * Creates a scene consisting of this
physical volume and asks the current viewer to draw it.physical volume and asks the current viewer to draw it.

�� 14) open * Creates a scene handler ready for drawing.14) open * Creates a scene handler ready for drawing.

�� 15) specify * Draws logical volume with Boolean components, 15) specify * Draws logical volume with Boolean components, 
voxels and readout geometry.voxels and readout geometry.
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Details of the /vis/open CommandDetails of the /vis/open Command

�� To Open a DriverTo Open a Driver
�� /vis/open <driver name>/vis/open <driver name>

�� for examplefor example
�� /vis/open OGLIX/vis/open OGLIX

�� /vis/open HepRepFile/vis/open HepRepFile

�� /vis/open DAWNFILE/vis/open DAWNFILE

�� The set of available drivers is listed when you first start GeanThe set of available drivers is listed when you first start Geant4,t4,
but you can also get this list with the command:but you can also get this list with the command:
�� help /vis/openhelp /vis/open

�� You can even open more than one driver at a time, but this requiYou can even open more than one driver at a time, but this requires res 
storing and replaying the random seed for the given event.storing and replaying the random seed for the given event.
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Details of the /vis/viewer/… CommandsDetails of the /vis/viewer/… Commands
�� To Set Camera Parameters and Drawing Style.To Set Camera Parameters and Drawing Style.

�� Only needed if using an immediate viewer, such as OpenGLOnly needed if using an immediate viewer, such as OpenGL
�� For HepRepFile or DAWNFILE, these sorts of adjustments are made For HepRepFile or DAWNFILE, these sorts of adjustments are made later, in the WIRED or DAWN viewer later, in the WIRED or DAWN viewer 

programsprograms

�� Reset viewpointReset viewpoint
�� /vis/viewer/reset/vis/viewer/reset

�� Set view anglesSet view angles
�� /vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi <theta_angle> <phi_angle>/vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi <theta_angle> <phi_angle>
�� for examplefor example

�� /vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 70 20/vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 70 20

�� Set drawing styleSet drawing style
�� /vis/viewer/set/style <style>/vis/viewer/set/style <style>
�� for examplefor example

�� /vis/viewer/set/style wireframe/vis/viewer/set/style wireframe
�� /vis/veiwer/set/style surface/vis/veiwer/set/style surface

�� but note that this will not affect volumes that have style explibut note that this will not affect volumes that have style explicitly forced by citly forced by ““setForceWireframesetForceWireframe”” or or 
““setForceSolidsetForceSolid”” commands in the c++ codecommands in the c++ code

�� ZoomZoom
�� /vis/viewer/zoom <scale factor>/vis/viewer/zoom <scale factor>
�� for examplefor example

�� /vis/viewer/zoom 2./vis/viewer/zoom 2.

�� Coming in next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0), some drivers will suComing in next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0), some drivers will support different pport different 
zoom along different axes (e.g., zoom more in X and Y but not inzoom along different axes (e.g., zoom more in X and Y but not in Z).  New command Z).  New command 
will be will be 
�� /vis/viewer/scale <3 vector of scale factors>/vis/viewer/scale <3 vector of scale factors>
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Controlling Detail Level of Detector GeometryControlling Detail Level of Detector Geometry
�� By default, Geant4 will draw the entire detector geometry.By default, Geant4 will draw the entire detector geometry.

This is equivalent to the command:This is equivalent to the command:
�� /vis/scene/add/volume world/vis/scene/add/volume world

�� You can specify additional arguments to limit the amount of geomYou can specify additional arguments to limit the amount of geometry detail etry detail 
shown:shown:
�� /vis/scene/add/volume [<physical/vis/scene/add/volume [<physical--volumevolume--name>] [<copyname>] [<copy--no>] [<depthno>] [<depth--ofof--

descending>]descending>]
�� 1st parameter: volume name1st parameter: volume name

(default "world").(default "world").
�� 2nd parameter: copy number2nd parameter: copy number

(default (default --1 meaning first occurrence of physical1 meaning first occurrence of physical--volumevolume--name is selected.name is selected.
�� 3rd parameter: depth of descending geometry hierarchy3rd parameter: depth of descending geometry hierarchy

(default G4Scene::UNLIMITED ((default G4Scene::UNLIMITED (--1)).1)).

�� Still more arguments can be given to specify a clipping volume.Still more arguments can be given to specify a clipping volume.
�� vis/scene/add/volume world vis/scene/add/volume world --1 1 --1 box km 0 1 0 1 0 11 box km 0 1 0 1 0 1

will draw the world with the positive octant cut away.will draw the world with the positive octant cut away.

�� Additional commands allow finer control including whether or notAdditional commands allow finer control including whether or not to draw to draw 
Boolean components, voxels and readout geometries:Boolean components, voxels and readout geometries:
� /vis/specify <logical-volume-name> [depth-of-descent] [<booleans-flag>] 

[<voxels-flag>] [<readout-flag>]
� /vis/scene/add/logicalVolume <logical-volume-name> [<depth-of-descending>] 

[<voxels-flag>] [<readout-flag>] 
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Details of Visualizing Trajectories and HitsDetails of Visualizing Trajectories and Hits

�� To add trajectories or hits to the sceneTo add trajectories or hits to the scene
�� /vis/scene/add/trajectories/vis/scene/add/trajectories
�� /vis/scene/add/hits/vis/scene/add/hits

�� But also, you must tell tracking to make trajectories available But also, you must tell tracking to make trajectories available for drawingfor drawing
�� /tracking/storeTrajectory 1/tracking/storeTrajectory 1
�� Otherwise, in the interests of saving memory, trajectory informaOtherwise, in the interests of saving memory, trajectory information is deleted tion is deleted 

before the visualization system gets a chance to handle it.before the visualization system gets a chance to handle it.
�� From next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0), this command will be doneFrom next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0), this command will be done for you for you 

automatically any time you do /vis/scene/add/trajectories.automatically any time you do /vis/scene/add/trajectories.

�� Run using the commandRun using the command
�� /run/beamOn/run/beamOn

�� If you place a number after beamOn, the run will go for that manIf you place a number after beamOn, the run will go for that many eventsy events
�� /run/beamOn 10/run/beamOn 10
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Accumulating Trajectories and HitsAccumulating Trajectories and Hits
�� By default, you will get a drawing after each event.  To insteadBy default, you will get a drawing after each event.  To instead get just one drawing get just one drawing 

with all of the accumulated events from that runwith all of the accumulated events from that run
�� /vis/scene/endOfEventAction accumulate/vis/scene/endOfEventAction accumulate

�� This overrides the defaultThis overrides the default
�� /vis/scene/endOfEventAction refresh/vis/scene/endOfEventAction refresh

�� To even suppress that one drawing from the end of the /run/beamOTo even suppress that one drawing from the end of the /run/beamOn, usen, use
�� /vis/scene/endOfRunAction accumulate/vis/scene/endOfRunAction accumulate

�� This overrides the defaultThis overrides the default
�� /vis/scene/endOfRunAction refresh/vis/scene/endOfRunAction refresh

�� When you actually want to draw, you then have to explicitly issuWhen you actually want to draw, you then have to explicitly issue the commande the command
�� /vis/viewer/flush/vis/viewer/flush
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Hidden Line RemovalHidden Line Removal
�� Some viewers such as OpenGL support hidden line removal.Some viewers such as OpenGL support hidden line removal.
�� You can control whether this removal is done and whether trajectYou can control whether this removal is done and whether trajectories and hits are ories and hits are 

affected by this feature.affected by this feature.

�� By default, hidden line removal is disabledBy default, hidden line removal is disabled

�� To turn on hidden line removalTo turn on hidden line removal
�� /vis/viewer/set/hiddenEdge 1/vis/viewer/set/hiddenEdge 1

�� This hides edges of geometry,This hides edges of geometry,
but lets trajectories through.but lets trajectories through.

�� To hide trajectories and hits as wellTo hide trajectories and hits as well
�� /vis/viewer/set/hiddenMarker 1/vis/viewer/set/hiddenMarker 1
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Compound CommandsCompound Commands

�� To allow you to work quickly, Geant4 visualization lets you issuTo allow you to work quickly, Geant4 visualization lets you issue the e the 
equivalent of several common commands at one time by using a equivalent of several common commands at one time by using a 
““compound commandcompound command””..

�� Some of the commands you have already seen in this presentation Some of the commands you have already seen in this presentation are are 
actually compound commands:actually compound commands:

�� /vis/open/vis/open
�� /vis/sceneHandler/create/vis/sceneHandler/create

�� /vis/viewer/create/vis/viewer/create

�� /vis/viewer/flush/vis/viewer/flush
�� /vis/veiwer/refresh/vis/veiwer/refresh

�� /vis/viewer/update/vis/viewer/update

�� Another commonly used compound commands is:Another commonly used compound commands is:

�� /vis/drawVolume/vis/drawVolume
�� /vis/scene/create/vis/scene/create

�� /vis/scene/add/volume/vis/scene/add/volume
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Enhanced Trajectory DrawingEnhanced Trajectory Drawing
�� Coming in the next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0), you will be ableComing in the next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0), you will be able to to 

interactively change how trajectories are modeled.interactively change how trajectories are modeled.
�� Initial options will let you select to either color trajectoriesInitial options will let you select to either color trajectories by charge, or by by charge, or by 

particle ID.particle ID.
�� /vis/model/trajectories/drawByCharge/vis/model/trajectories/drawByCharge
�� /vis/model/trajectories/drawByParticleID/vis/model/trajectories/drawByParticleID
�� And then additional commands to set specific colorsAnd then additional commands to set specific colors

�� Then, either in release Geant4.8.0 or soon thereafter, there wilThen, either in release Geant4.8.0 or soon thereafter, there will be many l be many 
more options for trajectory modeling, such as:more options for trajectory modeling, such as:

�� drawByMomentumdrawByMomentum
�� where color tells you a particlewhere color tells you a particle’’s momentums momentum

�� drawByOriginLogicalVolumedrawByOriginLogicalVolume
�� where color tells you where a particle originatedwhere color tells you where a particle originated

�� drawByOriginInteractiondrawByOriginInteraction
�� where color tells you what interaction created the particlewhere color tells you what interaction created the particle

�� cutByMomentumcutByMomentum
�� where you can assign a momentum cut on what trajectories should where you can assign a momentum cut on what trajectories should be shownbe shown

�� and so forthand so forth

�� Already in Geant4.8.0 will be a mechanism to let you define yourAlready in Geant4.8.0 will be a mechanism to let you define your
own own ““drawBydrawBy…”…” class and then invoke it from the command line.class and then invoke it from the command line.
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Geant4 Visualization in Standalone ModeGeant4 Visualization in Standalone Mode
�� The Geant4 Visualization system can be used on its own The Geant4 Visualization system can be used on its own -- without the rest without the rest 

of Geant4.of Geant4.

�� Build something Build something ““by handby hand”” from the Geant4 geometry primitives and from the Geant4 geometry primitives and 
placement apparatus, but without any of the main parts of Geant4placement apparatus, but without any of the main parts of Geant4 such as such as 
detector construction, run manager or physics list.detector construction, run manager or physics list.

�� Still preserves all of the interactive apparatus of the visualizStill preserves all of the interactive apparatus of the visualization system.ation system.

�� From next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0) there will be an example:From next Geant4 release (Geant4.8.0) there will be an example:
/examples/extended/visualization/standalone/examples/extended/visualization/standalone

// Simple box...// Simple box...
pVisManagerpVisManager-->Draw(>Draw( G4Box(G4Box("box""box",,22*m,*m,22*m,*m,22*m),      *m),      

G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(11,,11,,00)));)));

// Boolean solid...// Boolean solid...
G4Box boxA(G4Box boxA("boxA""boxA",,33*m,*m,33*m,*m,33*m);*m);
G4Box boxB(G4Box boxB("boxB""boxB",,11*m,*m,11*m,*m,11*m);*m);
G4SubtractionSolid subtracted(G4SubtractionSolid subtracted( "subtracted_boxes""subtracted_boxes",&boxA,&boxB,                       ,&boxA,&boxB,                       

G4Translate3D(G4Translate3D(33*m,*m,33*m,*m,33*m));*m));
pVisManagerpVisManager-->Draw(>Draw( subtracted,subtracted,

G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(G4VisAttributes(G4Colour(00,,11,,11)),                      )),                      
G4Translate3D(G4Translate3D(--66*m,*m,--66*m,*m,--66*m));*m));
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Complete List of CommandsComplete List of Commands

�� This presentation has shown only a very small subset of the fullThis presentation has shown only a very small subset of the full
Geant4 visualization command set.  Even for those commands Geant4 visualization command set.  Even for those commands 
shown, only a few of the options have been presented.shown, only a few of the options have been presented.

�� Each visualization driver may have its own set of additional Each visualization driver may have its own set of additional 
commands.commands.

�� To see the complete set of commands, use the interactive To see the complete set of commands, use the interactive 
command guidance (i.e., type help and then type the appropriate command guidance (i.e., type help and then type the appropriate 
number for “vis”).number for “vis”).

�� Or see the extensive Geant4 documentation on the web:Or see the extensive Geant4 documentation on the web:

�� http://cern.ch/geant4/G4UsersDocuments/UsersGuides/http://cern.ch/geant4/G4UsersDocuments/UsersGuides/
ForApplicationDeveloper/html/Visualization/UIcommands/vis.txtForApplicationDeveloper/html/Visualization/UIcommands/vis.txt
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SummarySummary
�� Choose a driver based on your current needs:Choose a driver based on your current needs:

�� If you want quick photorealistic graphics with GUI control (and If you want quick photorealistic graphics with GUI control (and have the have the 
OpenGL installed), OpenGL is a good solution.OpenGL installed), OpenGL is a good solution.

�� If you want photorealistic graphics plus more interactivity (andIf you want photorealistic graphics plus more interactivity (and have the have the 
OpenInventor libraries installed), OpenInventor is a good solutiOpenInventor libraries installed), OpenInventor is a good solution.on.

�� If a wireframe look will do, but you still want GUI control and If a wireframe look will do, but you still want GUI control and want to be able to want to be able to 
pick on items to inquire about them (identity, momentum, etc.), pick on items to inquire about them (identity, momentum, etc.), 
HepRep/WIRED will meet your needs.HepRep/WIRED will meet your needs.

�� If you want to render highest quality photorealistic images for If you want to render highest quality photorealistic images for use in a poster use in a poster 
or a technical design report, and you can live without quick rotor a technical design report, and you can live without quick rotate and zoom, ate and zoom, 
DAWN is the way to go.DAWN is the way to go.

�� If you want to render to a 3D format that others can view in a vIf you want to render to a 3D format that others can view in a variety of ariety of 
commodity browsers (including some web browsers), VRML is the wacommodity browsers (including some web browsers), VRML is the way to go.y to go.

�� If you want to visualize a geometry that the other visualizationIf you want to visualize a geometry that the other visualization drivers can’t drivers can’t 
handle, or you need transparency or mirrors, and you don’t need handle, or you need transparency or mirrors, and you don’t need to visualize to visualize 
trajectories, RayTracer will do it.trajectories, RayTracer will do it.

�� If you just want to quickly check the geometry hierarchy, or if If you just want to quickly check the geometry hierarchy, or if you want to you want to 
calculate the volume or mass of any geometry hierarchy, ASCIITrecalculate the volume or mass of any geometry hierarchy, ASCIITree will meet e will meet 
your needs.your needs.

�� Advanced developers can even create their own visualization drivAdvanced developers can even create their own visualization drivers.ers.

�� Some drivers are always present, others require setting of envirSome drivers are always present, others require setting of environment onment 
variables (since they require external libraries).variables (since they require external libraries).

�� Explore the online command guidance (help) to learn the extensivExplore the online command guidance (help) to learn the extensive set of e set of 
visualization commands.visualization commands.
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Further ResourcesFurther Resources
Geant4 Tutorial CD:
�http://geant4.slac.stanford.edu/g4cd/March2004

In particular:
Hands on WIRED Tutorial
�http://geant4.slac.stanford.edu/g4cd/March2004/Documentation/Visualization/
G4WIREDTutorial/G4WIREDTutorial.html
Hands on DAWN Tutorial
�http://geant4.slac.stanford.edu/g4cd/March2004/Documentation/Visualization/
G4DAWNTutorial/G4DAWNTutorial.html
Hands on OpenGL Tutorial
�http://geant4.slac.stanford.edu/g4cd/March2004/Documentation/Visualization/
G4OpenGLTutorial/G4OpenGLTutorial.html

On-line Documentation on Geant4 Visualization:
�http://cern.ch/geant4/G4UsersDocuments/UsersGuides/ForApplicationDeveloper/html/Visualization

List of Visualization Commands:
�http://cern.ch/geant4/G4UsersDocuments/UsersGuides/ForApplicationDeveloper/html/Visualization/U
Icommands/vis.txt

Another Presentation that Introduces Visualization,
with More Focus on Controlling Visualization from C++:
�http://www.ge.infn.it/geant4/training/portland/visualisation.pdf

For Questions or Comments: Geant4 Visualization Online Forum:
�http://geant4-hn.slac.stanford.edu:5090/HyperNews/public/get/visualization.html
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ReferencesReferences
�� OpenScientist Home PageOpenScientist Home Page

http://openscientist.lal.in2p3.frhttp://openscientist.lal.in2p3.fr
�� HepRep: a generic interface definition for HEP event display repHepRep: a generic interface definition for HEP event display representablesresentables

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~perl/heprephttp://www.slac.stanford.edu/~perl/heprep
�� Fred: oh no, another event display (a HepRep client)Fred: oh no, another event display (a HepRep client)

http://www.fisica.uniud.it/~glast/http://www.fisica.uniud.it/~glast/FREDFRED
�� WIRED3 HepRep BrowserWIRED3 HepRep Browser

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/www/Computing/Graphics/Wiredhttp://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/www/Computing/Graphics/Wired
�� DAWN Hot InformationDAWN Hot Information

http://geant4.kek.jp/Geant4/vishttp://geant4.kek.jp/Geant4/vis
�� DAWN Home PageDAWN Home Page

http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/DAWN/About_DAWN.htmlhttp://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/DAWN/About_DAWN.html
�� DAWNCUT Home PageDAWNCUT Home Page

http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/DAWN/About_DAWNCUT.htmlhttp://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/DAWN/About_DAWNCUT.html
�� DAVID Home PageDAVID Home Page

http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/DAWN/About_DAVID.htmlhttp://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/DAWN/About_DAVID.html
�� Satoshi Tanaka’s GEANT4 Ritsumeikan University Group Home Page (Satoshi Tanaka’s GEANT4 Ritsumeikan University Group Home Page (more more 

information on DAWN, sample PRIM files, images, etc.)information on DAWN, sample PRIM files, images, etc.)
http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/


